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** What is “copywork,” and how do I use it in my child’s education?

Copywork is a great way to teach children. By copying passages from Great Works, 
children learn many areas of language arts and have the opportunity to be exposed to 
great writers, while learning Spelling, Punctuation, Grammar, Vocabulary and Creative 
Writing from the “Masters.”  Most classical Education programs recommend copywork 
as an essential part of a child’s education. 

By copying passages 2-3 days per week (or more), your children will come to learn and 
possibly memorize some of the greatest literature from our history.  While penmanship 
is important, the knowledge children are gaining through the process is what is most 
beneficial. 

Encourage your children to take pride in their penmanship. Also, instruct them in the 
importance of the “art” of spelling, punctuation, and grammar. With moderate practice, 
they will begin to “imitate” these skills in their own writing.

** How do I use THIS notebook?

Inside this book, you will find 32 passages of copywork from the great works of 
Mother Goose.  Have your child/children read the verses (if they cannot read - or even 
if they can -  you may read them to your children), and then copy them using his or her 
best penmanship.  At twice per week, this notebook will last for 16 weeks.  At three 
times per week, it will last a little more than 10 weeks.

There are also coloring pages to go along with many of the poems.  Poems that do not 
include a coloring page are followed by a designated space for your child/children to 
draw his or her own picture of the poem’s characters. Please take the time to complete 
these, as development of fine motor skills at this age is very important ........ and this 
is a fun way to enhance that skill.  Copy the name of the poem in the spaces provided 
underneath each picture.

NOTE: Punctuation, spelling and sentence structure are in the 
original format and have NOT been updated to “modern” times. 
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Bed In Summer

In winter I get up at night
And dress by yellow candle-light.

In summer quite the other way
I have to go to bed by day.

I have to go to bed and see
The birds still hopping on the tree,
Or hear the grown-up people’s feet

Still going past me in the street.

And does it not seem hard to you,
When all the sky is clear and blue,
And I should like so much to play,

To have to go to bed by day?Sam
ple



 Draw a picture for this poem.

Bed In Summer
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In winter I get up at night
And dress by yellow candle-light.

In summer quite the other way
I have to go to bed by day.
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Or hear the grown-up peoples feet.
Still going past me in the street. 

I have to go to bed and see,
the birds still hopping on the tree.
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And I should like so much to play,
To have to go to bed by day?

And does it not seem hard to you
When all the sky is clear and blue.
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A Thought

It is very nice to think
The world is full of meat and drink,

With little children saying grace 
In every Christian kind of place. Sam

ple




